Get Started

Congratulations! Thank you for choosing our iPad 11 inch keyboard case. Before using, please read this manual.

Package Contents
1. iPad 11 inch Keyboard Case 2. User Manual
Fit for:
iPad Pro 11 inch Keyboard Case 2018 (Model Numbers: A1932/A1979/A1951)

Key features:
1. Separate the iPad from the cover easily
2. Slid the card from one side to another
3. Insert the card into the gap and push the card to the cover side a little bit
4. Take iPad out upwards.

Specifications
- Standby Current: 1.0 MA
- Operating Current: <5 MA
- Battery capacity: 500mah

User Guide

Contact us:
email: greenlawsupport@163.com
website: www.greenlawus.com

Note: Please note that our keyboard must be charged with your iPad Pro 11 inch charging cable.

Troubleshooting

Any question please email us at once.
Email: greenlawsupport@163.com

Why is the Wireless connection unstable?
There are several reasons that can cause this problem:
1. No button is pressed within 1 minute, the backlight will go out automatically.
2. No button is pressed within 30 minutes, the keyboard will automatically enter sleep mode.
3. The backlight function will be turned on automatically with low battery.
4. A virtual keyboard is not supported when the breathing mode is turned on, and then pressed (and end the breathing mode automatically to turn on the touchscreen). You can press (to adjust the brightness of the touchscreen).

How to get the keyboard sync with iPad
1. Press on the keyboard by tilting the iPad to the position. Then press the first and last button together, the blue and red LED lights on the back of the keyboard are opened.
2. Tap on the back of your iPad.
3. Open the iPad's Bluetooth search when the Bluetooth is activated.
4. Then there will be 'Bluetooth keyboard' comes up in the search page. Select it.

If it still cannot connect, please contact us by email. We will try our best to solve it.

What does the LED indicator mean?
- Blue LED will flash when searching pairing device, will be extinguished after successful pairing.
- Blue LED will always be on when charging, and will be off when full of charge.

The keys types lagging and need press hard to have the letters, sometimes get doubleletters and double spaces.

There are several reasons that can cause this problem:
1. There is a ‘Pairing’ on the Bluetooth settings (settings > wireless & networks > Bluetooth > Pairing) on your iPad.
2. Didn’t choose the right language.
3. Wireless connection is unstable (caused by low Bluetooth signal).
4. If you do not press any key for a long time, the keyboard will enter sleep mode and the first key you press will wake it up.

1) Take iPad out and then press the back cover (see photo) to open it. (in order by front side)
2) Proceed to ‘Pair’ to avoid from the back cover.
3) The first key you press will wake it up.

Installation and removal:
1) Removing back protective piece: Hold iPad on both sides and use fingers to gently pull out the back cover (see photo) Cover is held in place by lock tab.
2) Proceed to ‘Pair’ to cover away from iPad.
3) Take iPad out.
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